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1. Hand: 

 

- 1st Line: 5 cards hand / 2 cards discard 

- Elite (Eusons): 5 cards hand / or take one action and still discard one card. 

- 2nd Line: 5 cards hand / 1 card discard and >50% broken squad. 
 

2. Split Action: Russian 

 

3. Bravery: 
 

- Broken squad >60%, 

- Any Rally one “BREEZE” card is treated as a hero card, but only to rally or to negate wound 

effects for one turn. 

- +1 bonus in all CC attacks vs. AFV’s 
 

4. Partisans: The Greeks may use partisan rules. 

 

5. Desert/Jungle: The Greeks may play in desert but not in jungle scenarios. 

  

6. “Aera” Attack: 
 

Any Greek group that has been fired the previous turn, containing an unpinned SL or ASL, at RR2 

or more, may perform a special attack called “Aera” by playing a movement card in the sideways 

mode and declaring the group he is attacking. The “Aera” chit is then placed on the opposing group. 

The Aera attack can be declared only against an adjacent or directly opposite group. 

 

Once an “Aera” attack is declared, the Greek player may not play terrain on that group. He may 

play concealed cards but then the attack (and its effects) is automatically cancelled. His opponent 

may discard terrain on an “Aera” group, and if it is accepted, the “Aera” attack is cancelled unless 

the Greek player is at RR5. The “Aera” attack is also cancelled while still at RR3 or RR4, if the 

opposing player discards a terrain card which cannot be rejected by the Greek player.  

 

If the target group moves, or if another enemy group moves in such a way so as to block the access to 

the target group, “Aera” may be cancelled by the Greek player as well. As long as there is an “Aera” 

group, no other Greek group may move, unless the “Aera” group moves first. If there is more than 

one “Aera” group, (and there is a movement card to be played), it is the player's choice which group 

to move. Cancellation of the Aera attack does not count as an action. 

 

An Aera group can not be used to satisfy victory conditions pertaining to the reaching of a particular 

range chit or relative range. The group must be released from Aera status before it could satisfy 

those victory conditions. 

 

Aera attackers need not infiltrate in order to attack an AFV but their close combat attack is modified 

by the -3 modifier for a berserk attacker. 
 

 



 

6.1 “Aera” effects: 
 

- All morale and CC values of the PC’s in the “Aera” group are increased by one. 

 

- A pin result is treated as a KIA unless the man is wounded. 

 

- If there is a wounded man in the “Aera” group when the “Aera” attack is declared, he is having a 

wound check (no action). 

 

-In the next turn after the “Aera” group reaches RR5 to the target group, all members of the “Aera” 

group perform CC automatically in that player turn, as the sole action of that group for that player 

turn, and all succeeding player turns (assuming the target group is still at RR5), without the need for 

a morale check and/or infiltration, until all the Greek or enemy soldiers are dead. They may play 

concealed cards to aid their PC’s in CC. 

 

- If the “Aera” group is in Marsh, Stream or Wire every soldier has the –1 modification to CCV. 

“Aera” cannot be declared against a group in pillbox. 

 

- If the “Aera” group is in minefield at RR5 must make an RNC draw for every man prior to close 

combat. If it is black, this man ignores the minefield until “Aera” is over. If it is red, that man is 

eliminated.  

 

-As soon as the group receiving the “Aera” attack or the “Aera” group is eliminated (or if one side 

loses by broken squad) the attack ends and the “Aera” chit is removed. 

 

 

Random Reinforcements  

RNC GREECE 

0 Sniper 

1 9, 10 

2 11, 25, 26 

3 12, 25, 28, * 

4 16, 17, 19, 25, * 

5 31 

6 32 

 


